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FUNCTION KEY QUESTIONS

Drag and drop the     to vote for

policy questions representing your

priority STI needs

What are the results, outcomes

and impact of projects and

programmes?

Market

formation

How many scientific publications were published? In top 1% or top 10% of

scientific journals? (distinction between interdisciplinary publications,  basic

research and applied research) (using journal classification?/calls for proposals)

How were citations in publications associated to funded

projects compared to scientific discipline average?

How many presentations in top scientific conferences?

(distinction between specialization, basic and applied research)

How many people were trained as researchers and are

sufficiently skilled? As technicians?

How many new jobs were created for researchers during the

project?

How many new jobs were created after the project (research

and beyond) within the country?

How many patents were produced (applications/grants) in the European Patent

Office and in the US PTO? How many were used inhouse? How many were

licenced? What royalties did they produce?
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 STI Link

to 

education

(all levels)

How many scientific

publications on climate

change were published? In

top 1% or top 10% of scientific

journals? (distinction

between interdisciplinary

publications,  basic research

and applied research) (using

journal classification?/calls

for proposals)

What new products (drugs, diagnostic procedures, medical devices and interventions)

have been developed? How many were launched in the health system? What was

their contribution to turnover, profits, exports, taxes?

How many new production processes have been developed? How many

were launched in the lab? What was their impact on productivity?

How many new algorithms, software….were developed? Used?

What has been the leverage of national support measures for

EU competitive funding?

What are the

training and

educational

interests of

academics? Could

give a good idea of

trends in the area

Perception

and public

awareness 

monitoring data

to get a

systemic

overview and

inform decision-

making

Link between

academia / industry

and public

stakeholders (close

the gaps, work on

synergies and identify

common interests) 

nature

Dialogue and

bridges

between

stakeholder

groups and

citizens

At what level are you

going to monitor the

data (global / EU...?) -

is there a collective

movement and at

what level does it

apply?

What are the national

priorities? Needs to be

included as an indicator

to understand the

outputs (is there a

reason why

stakeholders are doing

different things)

Priority Need

Have the regulation and public

procurement been adequate?

Cater for 2 groups

in society: 1 Group

- ensure adoption

process and 2.

Group - no choice

but need to adopt

Is the

procurement

(in)consistent

and / or

(in)coherent?

How will you draw

conclusions and when?

When is the evaluation

launched (some results

might not be visible directly

afterwards)? Will you take

into consideration the re-

launch of an evaluation at a

later time?

What are you missing to be sufficiently covered? (reformulation of the

question; additional question(s), contextual information per question etc.)

Has the regulation adopted facilitated the creation/access to new

markets?
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Entrepreneurial

activity

Knowledge

creation

Knowledge

diffusion

through

networks

Guidance

P
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E

C
T

S
P

R
O

G
R

A
M

M
E

S

What has been the leverage of national support measures for

EU competitive funding?

Are currently available strategies/policies coherent?

What was the cost per patent? At scientific discipline level?

What was the research employment created? 

What was total employment created?

What is the cost benefit analysis of each programme?

What were the private returns on investment?

What are the multiplication effects of each programme?

Has the sectoral specialization of the research system changed

towards higher value added activities?

Has the sectoral specialization of the health system changed

towards higher value added activities?

Which societal challenges have been addressed (living lab

specific/delineated)?

What were the social returns on investments? Taxes generated?

Migration as an

effect of climate

change (societal

challenge)

Multipliers

of green

transition/

growth

many demonstrations

or solutions exist,

which are they and

which of them can/

should be scaled up/

replicated?

Social cohesion

and link to

climate change

adaptation

programmes

Add question:

Capturing the

externalities

Has public procurement of innovation produced effective results? Has it

created lead markets? How could the procedures of public procurement

of innovation be improved to increase success and accelerate

deployment of solutions?

What was the cost per publication? At scientific discipline level? Is the open science

concept being adopted, i.e. making costs per publication and access to information

more affordable at the end of the day?

continuous

monitor/evaluate

skill of employees

in the sector

(upskilling or

reskilling)

What is the

geographical

dimension?

Policy can

incentives

technology

advancements

(market uptake

of products)

Connect

education and

employment (incl.

upskilling,

reskilling)

What are the

effects of

projects on

individual

communities?

Who are the users

and what are their

capabilities?

Create a good

translation, not

only technological

solutions

Revenues (beyond

monetary) to

sustain the

activities and ways

of measurement

and its value?

Who are the existent actors and

existent solutions (e.g. climate

mission board)? Did it work well

and how can we put what we

already have to better use (e.g.

products, scale up etc.)?

How can we

positively

influence /

change human

behaviour?

Will a

regulation be

sufficient to

ensure

change?

Missing - real time

perception / reaction

of public / behaviour

and what is the link to

what is being

produced (under the

procurement)?

Impact/ Final usage

- data sources and

methodology? How

will you use what is

already existent?

STI priorities and evaluation needs
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Evaluation needs

-�Continuous monitoring

and evaluation of employee

skills in the sector

(upskilling and reskilling)

-�Monitoring data to get a

systemic overview to inform

decision-making

STI PRIORITIES

-�Climate Change impact on social needs

-�Engagement of EU in measuring of

adaptation and mitigation

-�Link between STI and education (all levels)

in the pilot domain

-�Link between academic, industry and

public stakeholders to work on closing gaps,

building synergies and identifying

commonalities

-�General data availability/ accessibility

-�Dialogue between stakeholder groups (and

citizens) to build bridges between these

groups

-�Perception and public awareness

 STI priorities & evaluation needs - workshop summary

Add/

comment

Add/

comment

Add/

comment

Add/

comment

Add/

comment

Add/

comment

Add/

comment

Unit of analysis: Projects

-�What are the national priorities? Needs to be included as an indicator to

understand the outputs (is there a reason why stakeholders are doing

different things)

-�What are the effects of projects on individual communities?

-�Timing: How will you draw conclusions and when? When is the

evaluation launched (some results might not be visible directly

afterwards)? Will you take into consideration the relaunch of an evaluation

at a later time?

-�Connection between education and employment (including upskilling

and reskilling)

-�What are the training and education interests of academics? This could

give a good idea of trends in the area

-�Have policies incentivized technology advancements (market uptake of

products)?

Unit of analysis: programmes

-�What are the multipliers of green transition/ growth?

-�How do we capture externalities?

-�What is the effect of migration as an effect of climate change?

-�Social Cohesion and link to climate change adaptation programmes

-�How can we/ what elements positively influence/change human behaviour?

-�What revenues (beyond monetary revenues) are there to sustain the activities

and in what ways can their value be measured?

-�What “demonstrators” or solutions exist and should be scaled-up /

replicated?

-�Who are the existent actors and / or solutions (e.g. climate change mission

board)? Did the initiatives/ solutions work well and how can we put what we

already have to better use (e.g. scale-up, new products, etc.)?

-�What is the geographical scope and level of analysis? Important to assess

whether there are collective movements (and at what level)?

Additional STI Evaluation Needs: raw workshop inputs Additional STI Evaluation Needs: workshop summary

 STI priorities & evaluation needs: raw workshop inputs


